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Abstract: In this paper new sufficient conditions are presented for the existence of a Lyapunov
pair with a coupling rank constraint within a H∞ minimization framework derived using the
bounded real lemma and the projection lemma. The conditions are then used to propose a
Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) sub-optimal method to solve the model order reduction problem
of general non-square LTI systems with a prescribed number of states to be removed. This
alleviates the need for trace or rank minimization, iterations, or a priori choice of any new
additional variable. The effectiveness and stability of the proposed LMI method is demonstrated
by applications to several model order reduction problems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced high-order optimal control methods, faced with
the practical benefits of low-order system, has resulted in
a recurrent need to be able to simplify a given dynamical
system G(s) ∈ Rqn×m (s), with one of a reduced order
Ĝ(s) ∈ Rzn×m (s), where Rxn×m (s) is the set of n by
m rational proper transfer function matrices of ‘order’ x
(its MacMillan degree). This problems is most commonly
referred to as the model order reduction problem and has
been the subject of considerable interest in recent years.
A key part of this problem is a measure of distance between
two LTI systems. Algorithms proposed todate have utilized a variety of measures such as the H2 -norm Valentin
and Duc [1997] or the ν-Gap metric measure Cantoni
[2001]. However, experience of robust control theory has
shown that the most convenient and natural means of
representing this distance is in terms of the induced L2
norm (the H∞ norm) Skogestad and Postlethwaite [1996].
Indeed, the great majority of model order reduction techniques are based on the H∞ norm and three of the most
popular model reduction techniques, namely, the balanced
truncation Moore [1981]Pernebo and Silverman [1982],
balance residualization Fernando and Nicholson [1982],
and the optimal Hankel-norm method Glover [1984] deal
. Thus, in the case of the
explicitly with G(s) − Ĝ(s)
∞
balanced truncation and residualization it can be shown
that the upper bound of the H∞ norm is derived from
the sum of the Hankel singular values of the deleted states
Enns [1984]Glover [1984]Liu and Anderson [1989]. In the
optimal Hankel norm reduction (HNR) approach, it can
be shown that the rank of the Hankel operator HG equals
the order of the stable part of G(s) and the L2 gain of HG
never exceeds ||G(s)||∞ Glover [1984]Samar et al. [1995].
Unlike the LTI feedback optimization case where the most
natural form of the problem formulation (for example
as H2 , or H∞ norm minimization problem) has a satisfactory solution, no efficient solution is known for the
most natural formulation of the model order reduction
problem. Broadly speaking this is the consequence of the
non-convexity of the set of all stable transfer functions of
order less than a given value. Only the zero order case has
been shown to have a convex formulation which makes
it possible to find the global solution Grigoriadis and

Skelton [1994b]Apkarian et al. [2003]Helmersson [1994]Xu
and Lam [2003]. The consequence of this has been a verity
of local and sub-optimal algorithms which solve some approximation of this problem, and where the aims are two
fold; namely, to ensure that this approximation solution is
as close as possible to the globally optimal solution, and
the algorithm itself is reliable and well behaved.
The quintessential technique which has emerged within
the LMI family of techniques is that of alternating projections. Several studies have shown that it is possible to employ this method to solve the model order
reduction problem using LMIs Grigoriadis and Skelton
[1994a]Grigoriadis [1997]Grigoriadis [1995b]. Alternating
projections have been used successfully in the past in
statistical estimation and image reconstruction problems
Combettes [1993],Youla and Webb [1982]. The basic idea
behind these techniques is that for a given family of
convex sets, the sequence of alternating projections onto
these sets converges to a point in the intersection of the
family Grigoriadis [1995a]. However, for the case of nonconvex sets - as encountered in model order reductionconvergence of the alternating projections is guaranteed
only locally and hence when the initial starting point is in
the vicinity of a feasible solution Grigoriadis and Skelton
[1994b]Skelton et al. [1997]El Ghaoui and Niculescu [2000].
Inspired by alternating projections, and to circumnavigate
the nonlinearly problem, almost all previously proposed
LMI methods employ some sort of iteration Geromel et al.
[2004]Helmersson [1994]Valentin and Duc [1997]Wortelboer et al. [1999] which can also include a rank minimization step Mesbahi and Papavassilopoulos [1997]Fazel et al.
[2001] (itself is a non convex problem). As mentioned many
of these algorithms require an initial solution and the great
majority of these use the optimal Hankel norm method to
obtain the initial feasible solution from which the process
of iteration commences.
This paper proposes a new LMI-based method for model
order reduction of LTI systems. Some of the notable
benefits of the proposed method is that it involves no
iterations, there are no requirements to provide an initial
feasible solution, and there are no requirements for a priori
choice of any slack variables.

2. BACKGROUND MATERIALS

where,

2.1 Fundamentals of H∞ LMI-based model order reduction
For the sake of definiteness, the type of systems considered
in this paper are proper LTI systems G(s) ∈ Rqn×m (s)
where Rqn×m (s) is the set described previously, and,

G(s) = C(sI − A)−1 B + D,
(1)
with the following state-space representation,
ẋ = Ax + Bu,
(2)
y = Cx + Du,
where x ∈ Rq are the states of the system, y ∈ Rn
are the measured outputs, u ∈ Rm are the inputs and
the dimensions of the state-space matrices are as follows,
A ∈ Rq×q , B ∈ Rq×m , C ∈ Rn×q and D ∈ Rn×m . Let
Ĝ(s) ∈ Rzn×m (s) be an approximation to G(s) with order
z. Let {Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂} be the state-space matrices of Ĝ(s)
with appropriate dimensions,


Â ∈ Rz×z B̂ ∈ Rz×m
Ĝ(s) ,
.
(3)
Ĉ ∈ Rn×z D̂ ∈ Rn×m
The problem of finding Ĝ(s), that is, the model order
reduction problem, will then entail a minimization which
in some form incorporates the ‘distance’ of G(s) and Ĝ(s):
min z, s.t.
G(s) − Ĝ(s)

< β.

(4)

∞

Formulation (??) has a natural LMI representation which
can be achieved readily through the well known bounded
real lemma Anderson and Vongpanitlerd [1973]. Specifically, let H(s) = G(s) − Ĝ(s), where,


A ∈ R(q+z)×(q+z) B ∈ R(q+z)×m
, (5)
H(s) ,
C ∈ Rn×(q+z)
D ∈ Rn×m
and define,






A 0
B
A=
,B =
, C = C Ĉ , D = D − D̂ .
0 Â
−B̂
(6)
From the standard bounded real lemma ||H(s)||∞ < γ if
there exists a positive definite, symmetric matrix X̄ that
satisfies,
 T

A X̄ + X̄ A X̄ B C T
 BT X̄
(7)
−γI DT  < 0,
D −γI
C
where all the matrix inequality variables have been underlined. Evidently (7) is a nonlinear matrix inequality,
as it contains product of two variables. This is due to
the fact that both the state-space matrices of Ĝ(s) and
the Lyapunov matrix X̄ have to be found. A routine way
to deal with this is through the double sided projection
lemma Gahinet and Apkarian [1992]. This gives a solvability condition of the original matrix inequality, only in
terms of the state-space matrices of G(s) and X¯ . This gives
rise to the following equivalent problem,
 T

A X + XA B
< 0,
(8)
BT
−γI


AY + YAT C T < 0,
(9)
C
−γI


Y I
(10)
I X > 0.


X
X¯ =
NT

Y
Ȳ =
MT

N
Z



,

(11)

M
.
W

(12)



Equations (8)-(10) are solvable LMIs. However, to see
how the order constraint on Ĝ(s) imposes a nonlinear
constraint on (8)-(10), note that Ȳ is the inverse of X̄
and hence,
  


Y M
X N
I 0
= 0 I .
(13)
MT W
NT Z

Therefore X Y + N MT = I. Note that from (7), the
dimensions of {X , Y} and {Z, W} are compatible with
A and Â respectively. Hence the dimensions of N , MT
are ∈ Rq×(q−k) and the product N MT has at least k
eigenvalues which are zero, where k = q − z. Consequently,
Ĝ(s) has k states less than G(s) if and only if,
Rank(I − X Y) = q − k.
(14)
This becomes an additional constraint on LMIs (8)-(10)
and the complete γ-suboptimal LMI problem of finding the
best z-order approximation Ĝ(s) to the q order original
system G(s) becomes subjected to the solvability of the
following problem with variables (X , Y, γ),
min γ
s.t.
 T

A X + XA B
< 0,
(15)
BT
−γI


AY + YAT C T < 0,
(16)
C
−γI


Y I
(17)
I X ≥ 0,

Rank(I − X Y) = z.
(18)
where A, B, C are the state-space matrices of G(s), and
X and Y are two positive definite symmetric matrices.
The system described in (15)-(18) are only a feasibility problem. That is, if they are solvable, then it implies existence of a z-order LTI system Ĝ(s) such that
< γ. However, the actual solution Ĝ(s)
G(s) − Ĝ(s)
∞
has to be recovered separately. Before proceeding to the
general case of the z order system, we point out that (15)(18) has two trivial solutions for which the problem is
actually convex and standard computable. The first trivial
case is for z = q which means Ĝ(s) is of equal order with
G(s). In this case the rank constraint (18) disappears.
The second trivial case for which the global solution can
be computed, is z = 0, i.e. the zero order approximation
to G(s). It is straightforward to show that for this case
A0 = A, B0 = B and C0 = C. Hence (7) becomes,
 T

A X + XA XB
CT
 BT X
(19)
−γI DT − D̂T  < 0,
C
D − D̂
−γI
where A, B, C are the state-space matrices of G(s), and X
and Y are two positive definite symmetric matrices. The
system described in (15)-(18) is only a feasibility problem.
That is, if they are solvable, then it implies existence of a
< γ.
z-order LTI system Ĝ(s) such that G(s) − Ĝ(s)
∞

However, the actual solution Ĝ(s) has to be recovered
separately. In this paper, a simple factorization is used

to propose a method of dealing with this rank constraint
and obtain a locally optimal solution.
3. H∞ LMI-BASED MODEL ORDER REDUCTION
In this section a new LMI method is proposed to solve the
model order reduction problem. It is first shown that product of the two Lyapunov matrices X and Y in (15-18) is
diagonalizable. Using this property new LMIs are proposed
in terms of the eigenvalue-eigenvector factorization of the
Lyapunov matrices, where the factorization is designed
such that it is possible to specify how many eigenvalues
in the product of the two matrices will be equal to 1. This
will then cause I −X Y to be rank deficient by the specified
number and thus lead to a system with a prescribed order
difference compared to the ordinal system.
Lemma 1. Let A and B be two symmetric positive definite
matrices. Let C = AB. Then C is always diagonalizable.
Proof: Use standard singular value decomposition to show
that,
A = U ΣU T ,
(20)
where the left and right singular vectors are the same
because A is symmetric. Let A = S −2 . S may be calculated
as follows,
S = A−1/2 = (U ΣU T )−1/2 = U −T Σ−1/2 U −1
(21)
The matrix S is always computable since the singular
vectors are invertible and given that A > 0, then Σ > 0
and hence Σ−1/2 is also computable. Moreover S is also a
symmetric positive definite matrix. Then,
C = AB = S −2 B
(22)
Using ≃ to denote matrix similarity, it is now possible to
show that,
C ≃ SCS −1 = SABS −1 = S −1 BS −1
(23)
which is a symmetric matrix. Since C is similar to this
matrix, then C must also be diagonalizable with real
eigenvalues. 2.
Corollary 2. Let A be a diagonalizable matrix with eigenvalues Λ ∈ R. Then A may be expressed as the product of
two symmetric matrices L and R, with real eigenvalues.
Proof: A = W ΛW −1 where Λ = Diag(λi ). Let Λ = Λ1 Λ2 ,
then,
A = W Λ1 Λ2 W −1 = (W Λ1 W T )(W −T Λ2 W −1 ) = LR
(24)
since Λ ∈ R then it is always possible to find a pair of
Λ1 , Λ2 ∈ R. Obviously L and R are symmetric positive
definite matrices if and only if Λ1 > 0 and Λ2 > 0. Thus,
if A > 0, then it is always possible to find Λ1 > 0 and
Λ2 > 0. 2.
Lemma 3. Let A and B be two square n-dimensional
matrices. Then Rank(I − AB) = k with k < n if and
only if λi (AB) = 1 with multiplicity of n − k.
Proof: I − AB = I − W ΛW −1 = W W −1 − W ΛW −1 =
W (I − Λ)W −1 . Hence λi (I − AB) = 1 − λi (AB) and for
n − k eigenvalues of (I − AB) to be zero, then λi (AB) = 1
with multiplicity n − k. 2

The main results of the paper can now be presented as
follows.
Theorem 4. Let G(s) and Ĝ(s) be as described in (1)
and (3) with respective MacMillan degrees of q and z.
Let X̂ ∈ Rq×q and Ŷ ∈ Rq×q be the globally optimal

symmetric positive definite matrices which are obtained
by solving (15)-(18) with z = q. Compute the standard
eigenvalue decomposition,
X̂ Ŷ = ΠΛΠ−1 ,
(25)
where Λ = Diag(λi ) and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λq . Define
ΞT = Π−1 and let X˜ ∈ Rz×z and Ỹ ∈ Rz×z be two
diagonal matrices of the specified dimensions. Let,

Θ := Θ ∈ Rq×q : Θ > 0, Θ = diag{θii } .
(26)

Define I0 ∈ Rq×q = Diag(0, I k×k ) with k being defined in
(??), and X̃0 ∈ Rq×q and Ỹ0 ∈ Rq×q as,


˜ 0
X
,
(27)
X̃0 =
0 0


(28)
Ỹ0 = Ỹ 0 .
0 0
Then there exists a sub-optimal approximation Ĝ(s) to
G(s) of order z, provided that the following systems of
matrix inequalities in (X˜ , Ỹ, Θ, γ) are solvable,


Ỹ I
>0
(29)
min γ
s.t.
I X̃
 T

A Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT + Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT A B
<0
BT
−γI
(30)


−1
T
−1
T T
T
AΞ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ )Ξ + Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ )Ξ A C
<0
C
−γI
(31)
where A, B and C are the state-space matrices of G(s) as
defined in (2).
Proof: Let,
X = Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT ,

(32)

T

Y = Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ )Ξ .
(33)
Then (30) is equivalent to (15) and (31) becomes (16). To
see how the rank constraint (18) is satisfied, note that from
corollary (2), we have,
I − X Y = I − Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT
−1

= I − Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT
= I − Π(X˜0 Ỹ0 + I0 )Π−1


I
−
X̃
Ỹ
0
Π−1 .
(34)
=Π
0
0
Consequently,


˜
(35)
Rank(I − X Y) = Rank I − X Ỹ 0 = z.
0
0
For the final part of the proof consider LMI (29) which
is to ensure that (17) is positive definite. From (17) ,(32)
and (33) it can be seen that,


 
Y I
Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT
I
I X =
I
Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT


Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT
ΞΠT
=
ΠΞT
Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT


Ỹ0 + I0
I
=Υ
ΥT ,
(36)
I
X̃0 + I0 Θ
where a few steps formulation will lead to the relationship,
√


Ξ(I + I0 ( Θ−1 − I))
0√
Υ=
. (37)
0
Π(I + I0 ( Θ − I))

√
Note that due to (26), then λi ( Θ−1 − I) 6= −1 for
i = 1, . . . , q which implies that Υ is never singular. Since
for a nonsingular T the condition T M T T ≥ 0 is equivalent
to M ≥ 0, from (36), it follows that,




Ỹ0 + I0
I
Y I
≥0
≥
0
⇒
I X
I
X̃0 + I0 Θ


Ỹ 0 I 0
 0 I 0 I
⇒
(38)
 ≥ 0,
I 0 X˜ 0
0 I 0 I
from which it is straightforward to see that (38) has at
least exactly 2k zero eigenvalues, and therefore a sufficient
condition for (17) is (29). Consequently (15)-(18) are
satisfied by (29)-(31) with condition (17) being explicitly
satisfied. This completes the proof. 2
Observe from (32) and (33) and corollary (2) that X and Y
are symmetric for any choice of X˜ , Ỹ and Θ. Furthermore,
they are positive definite provided only X˜ > 0 and Ỹ > 0.
However, matrix inequalities (29)-(31) are still not LMIs.
This is due to the Θ−1 term which enters inequality (31)
and makes it nonlinear. However, it is possible to convert
this into a LMI by a simple change of variables and a
transformation.
Theorem 5. Let A, B, C, Π, Ξ and X˜ be as defined in
Theorem 4, and,

J = I k×k , 0k×z
(39)
Denote Y̆ as a diagonal matrix of the same dimensions as
Ỹ and let,


Y̆0 ∈ Rq×q = Y̆ 0 .
(40)
0 0

Then, matrix inequalities (29)-(31) are equivalent to solving the following system of LMIs in (X˜ , Y̆, Θ, γ),


Y̆ JΘJ T
> 0,
(41)
min γ
s.t.
JΘJ T X̃
 T

A Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT + Π(X˜0 + I0 Θ)ΠT A B
< 0,
BT
−γI
(42)


T
T T
T
AΞ(Y̆0 + I0 Θ)Ξ + Ξ(Y̆0 + I0 Θ)Ξ A ΘC
< 0.
CΘ
−γI
(43)
Proof: Define,


T
JΘJ
0
P =
,
0 I

(44)



Θ 0
Q= 0 I .

(45)

and,

From (16) and (45) it can be seen that,




AY + YAT C T < 0 ⇒ Q AY + YAT C T QT < 0,
C
−γI
C
−γI


T
T
Θ(AY
+
YA
)Θ
ΘC
⇒
< 0.
CΘ
−γI
(46)
Then using (33) yields,

Θ(AY + YAT )Θ

= Θ(AΞ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT + Ξ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΞT AT )Θ

= AΞΘ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΘΞT + ΞΘ(Ỹ0 + I0 Θ−1 )ΘΞT AT

= AΞ(Θ2 Ỹ0 + I0 Θ)ΞT + Ξ(Θ2 Ỹ0 + I0 Θ)ΞT AT .
(47)
and by (39) it can be shown that,


T
Θ(I − I0 ) = JΘJ 0 .
(48)
0 0
It is then straightforward to

2 T
2
Θ Ỹ0 = JΘ J Ỹ
0

show that,

 
0 = Y̆ 0 = Y̆ .
0
0
0 0

(49)

Substituting this in (47) and then inserting the results in
(46) shows that (43) is equivalent to (31). Similarly, using
(44) and (29), it can be shown that (29) is equivalent to
(41) with the new matrix variable Ỹ = (JΘJ T )−2 Y̆. 2

Note that matrix inequalities (41)-(43) are linear in their
variables and thus are LMIs. In the next section a step-bystep procedure is given to use the results of this section to
compute Ĝ.
4. EXAMPLES

In this section the proposed LMI model order reduction
method is applied to several problems including a reallife model of a gas-turbine. The results are compared
with the optimal Hankel-norm model order reduction
which is widely accepted as the most reliable and effective
model order reduction technique available. To this end, the
performance of the resulting models is studied through a
simple error functions defined by,
E(G1 , G2 ) = G1 − G2 .
(50)
Accordingly EL will be used to denote the error function
which results from the LMI obtained results, and EH is the
respective optimal Hankel norm reduced model. Thus, the
performance index of interest, referred to as ‘the relative
approximation error’, will be defined as,
||EH ||∞ − ||EL ||∞
.
(51)
Γ = 100 ×
||G(s)||∞
Where G(s) is the system to be order reduced. Note that
the magnitude of (51), |Γ|, indicates a large difference in
the approximation error of the two techniques and the
sign of Γ indicates which method performs better. A ±1%
margin is defined on (51) within which the results of the
two methods are referred to as being ‘the same’. Therefore,
for Γ > 1%, the LMI method is considered to perform
better than the optimal Hankel norm reduction (HNR)
method. For Γ < −1%, the HNR is said to give a better
results, and for |Γ| ≤ 1, the two techniques are said to
produce the same results.
4.1 SISO example
In this example a simple SISO system is considered. The
model is given by,
G(s) =

s6

−0.737s5 + 2s4 − 0.756s3 + 16.06s2 − 0.632s + 27.48
+ 4.757s5 + 23.4s4 + 58.06s3 + 101.9s2 + 112.5s + 34.31
(52)

This is a stable, but non-minimum phase system. For a
brief treatment of model order reduction of non-minimum
phase systems the reader can refer to Guo and Hwang
[1996],Green [1988] and Bamani and Aldhaheri [1992]. A
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EH = E(G, ĜHN R ).
(55)
The 1st order approximation obtained using the LMI
method was found to be,
−0.09745s + 0.319
ĜLMI (1, s) =
,
(56)
s + 0.5055
and the corresponding HNR model obtained was,
0.3711s + 1.092
.
(57)
ĜHN R (1, s) =
s + 1.22
Notice that the HNR model does not have a non-minimum
phase zero, but the LMI model has one RHP zero. Additionally note that the poles of the models are considerably
different. In particular, the poles of (52) are,
p(G(s)) = {−0.448, −1.638, −0.6681 ± 1.941j, −0.667 ± 3.263j, }
(58)

where the dominant pole is at s = −0.448. Evidently, the
pole of ĜLMI (1, s) which is at s = −0.506 is much closer to
the dominant pole of G(s), than the pole of ĜHN R (1, s)
which is at s = −1.22. This is reflected in the relative
approximation error of the two models which is Γ ≈ 45.4%
and indicates that the approximation error of the LMI
solution is almost half the HNR one. The responses of the
models are shown in Figure 1.
4.2 Random multivariable systems
Let G℘(q, s) denote a random stable multivariable system
with q-states. The formulations dealt with thus far in the
paper concern the general non-square system. However,
for the sake of compactness and without loss of generality,
we consider square 10 × 10 dimensional systems in this
example. A family of such randomly generated stable
transfer functions are used in this section to benchmark
the proposed LMI algorithm. Large system dimensions
have been chosen in order to also test the stability of the
algorithm. As such the following problem is to be solved,
,

(59)

∞

where in (59) the s is the laplace operator, G℘(q, s) ∈
Rq10×10 (s) is a q-order randomly generated 10×10 transfer
function matrix (TFM) and Ĝ(k, s) ∈ Rk10×10 (s) is the k th
order approximation sought. Let,
EL = E(G℘(q, s), ĜLMI (k, s)),
(60)
EH = E(G℘(q, s), ĜHN R (k, s)),

(61)

where ĜLMI (k, s) and ĜHN R (k, s) are as defined previously and in (51), G(s) = G℘(q, s). To make the test comprehensive, several different choices of (q, k) are considered
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Let ĜLMI (k, s) be the k th reduced model order approximation obtained using the proposed LMI method and
ĜHN R (k, s) be the k th order optimal Hankel norm reduced
model. Then,
EL = E(G, ĜLMI ),
(54)
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key feature of such systems is that when the number of
RHP zeros is odd -(52) has three zeros- then the system
will have inverse response characteristics. In such cases, it
is desired that the reduced model contains the RHP zeros
of the original system, or if this is not feasible (due to the
sanctioned order difference), then to preserve some of the
non-minimum phase properties. Let Ĝ(k, s) denote the k th
order approximation of G(s). The problem to be solved is
then,
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Fig. 1. SISO example results. Subplot (a) shows the step
responses of G(s) (solid), ĜLMI (1, s) (dashed) and
ĜLMI (1, s) (dotted). The Bode and Nyquist plots are
shown in subplots (b) and (d) respectively and subplot
(c) shows the singular values of the two error function
EL (dashed) and EH (dotted).
and for every such choice, the problem is repeated for
three different randomly generated systems. The Matlab
function “rss” was utilized for this purpose. The specific
range of the parameters considered in (59) are as follows,
q = {10, 20, . . . , 50},
(62)
k = {1, 2, . . . , 5}.
(63)
The results of the resulting model order reduction problems are summarized in Figure 2. Points marked with 
are cases where the LMI method performed worse than
the HNR method, those marked with ◦ are cases where
both methods has same performance, and points marked
with ∗ are cases where the LMI performed better. The
difference of performance in the results is indicated by the
Z axis which shows the relative approximation error as
described in Eq (51). In two cases, the LMI method was
not able to produce good results, however in those cases
the difference was not substantial. On the hand, for the
majority of cases, the LMI method gives improvements
over the HNR method.
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